As humans, we tend to be really good at adapting to circumstances. For example, because of the pandemic, Rutgers is not even close to the same college it was two years ago. Bus routes changed, classes got more spaced out, clubs must adhere to a new set of rules, some learning is still online, and there is hand sanitizer near every doorway. This is not to say it is now better or worse (as honestly both directions can be argued), but RU adapted to fit the demands of the time. As the world gets more complicated, it is super important that we remember to keep evolving to keep up.

Similarly, your schedule should adapt to include some of these upcoming events/announcements. The new Honors Capstone Option: Career Lab has an upcoming info session for juniors. Need a break from the chaos? Test your luck at the upcoming RU Lucky Bingo Night and try to win some incredible prizes. Speaking of capstones, sophomores and juniors looking to start the brainstorming process on their own projects should stop by the upcoming Honors Capstone Q&A.

Warm Regards,
Justin Confalone
Your newsletter editor
Career Lab Info Session

You heard that right, the SASHP added a brand new Honors capstone option to the mix, Career Lab! Career Lab will host two projects at Johnson & Johnson in New Brunswick as part of the 2022-2023 program launch. In fall 2022, Career Lab Scholars will be on-site at J&J for 9-10 hours per week and will earn three internship credits upon successful completion of project deliverables. In spring 2023, the students will undertake a 3-credit independent study with a Rutgers faculty member to examine a scholarly question that emerges from the fall project. They will present their findings in a 20-25 page capstone report as well as short oral presentations at both Rutgers and J&J. This event takes place today, Mar 2 at 2 pm EST via Zoom. Join here.

RU Lucky Bingo Night

Those in the Peer Mentor Program should put their fortune to the test at the upcoming RU Lucky Bingo Night. Bingo will be broken into three rounds: Dunkin' Donuts gift card round, SASHP swag round, and an Amazon gift card round. This event takes place today, Mar 2 at 8 pm EST in the CASC Multipurpose Room A.

Honors Capstone Q&A

Wait! Don’t run away. For those in their sophomore or junior year, the honors capstone is something that cannot be put off. This session will cover everything soon-to-be capstone aficionados need to know - from courses required, to possible capstone options, to typical timelines. This Q&A session will feature a student led panel and chats with honors advising deans. The Q&A takes place this Fri, Mar 4 at 11 am EST via Zoom. Join here.